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Here we report the structural and electronic properties of CeAu2Bi, a new heavy-fermion com-
pound crystallizing in a nonsymmorphic hexagonal structure (P63/mmc). The Ce3+ ions form a
triangular lattice which orders antiferromagnetically below TN = 3.1 K with a magnetic hard axis
along the c-axis. Under applied pressure, TN increases linearly at a rate of 0.07 K/kbar, indicating
that the Ce f -electrons are fairly localized. In fact, heat capacity measurements provide an esti-
mate of 150(10) mJ/mol.K2 for the Sommerfeld coefficient. The crystal-field scheme obtained from
our thermodynamic data points to a ground state with dominantly |jz = ±1/2〉 character, which
commonly occurs in systems with a hard c-axis. Finally, electronic band structure calculations and
symmetry analysis in k-space reveal that CeAu2Bi hosts symmetry-protected crossings at kz = π in
the paramagnetic state.

I. INTRODUCTION

Materials discovery is an important part of condensed
matter research and is driven by the possibility of find-
ing materials that may host new physical phenomena
and enable future technologies. Recently, compounds
with topologically protected surface states are being ex-
tensively pursued due to their potential applications.
Though topology concepts have been extended to con-
densed matter physics, they remain rather unexplored in
4f Cerium-based materials1–4. Many of these materials
crystallize in nonsymmorphic structures - which are pre-
dicted to generate protected band crossings as well as
surface states5–8. In addition, Ce-based materials often
display emergent properties such as complex magnetism
and unconventional superconductivity, and the interplay
between topology and emergence could lead to new quan-
tum states of matter. Nonsymmorphic topological in-
sulators were predicted to host surface fermions, which
exhibit an “hourglass”-shaped dispersion6,9–12. Recent
experiments in KHgSb provide experimental evidence of
such fermions13. Further, nonsymmorphic symmetries
may produce band touching, hindering the formation of a
gapped insulator. As a result, a nodal semimetal ground
state is realized in which band degeneracies are required
by symmetry. Hexagonal space groups are notable for
their sixfold screw rotation symmetry which leads to mul-
tiple band crossings with an “accordion-like” dispersion8.
UPt3, for instance, crystallizes in the same nonsymmor-
phic hexagonal space group as KHgSb, P63/mmc (SG
194), and may be a topological superconductor14. In
fact, hexagonal materials in space groups containing both
inversion and glide mirror symmetries are predicted to
host symmetry protected band crossings, pinned to high-
symmetry plane kz = π8. Therefore, materials that crys-
tallize in the P63/mmc (SG 194) structure are promising
to display non-trivial topology features.

Here, we report the electronic and structural proper-
ties of the new Ce-based compound CeAu2Bi that also
crystallizes in the P63/mmc hexagonal structure. Sin-

gle crystals of CeAu2Bi and LaAu2Bi were grown by the
Bi-flux technique as described in the Supplemental Ma-
terial along with other experimental details21. As we will
show, CeAu2Bi is a moderately heavy-fermion compound
that orders antiferromagnetically below 3.1 K out of a
|jz = ±1/2〉 crystal-field doublet. Though applied pres-
sure increases the ordering temperature, a field of 4.5 T
applied perpendicular to the c-axis is sufficient to sup-
press long range order, similar to CePd2In15–20. Finally,
motivated by predictions of band crossings at high sym-
metry planes8, we also present the calculated band struc-
ture of CeAu2Bi, which reveals a symmetry protected
band crossing at kz = π as well as other trivial bands at
EF . These electronic structure calculations along with
experiments support the possibility that CeAu2Bi is a
moderately correlated antiferromagnet that may host a
non-trivial electronic topology. Our experimental data,
however, do not provide evidence for the predicted topo-
logical states as trivial bands overwhelm the electronic
response at EF .

FIG. 1. (a) Hexagonal structure of CeAu2Bi a = 4.887(1) Å
and c = 9.375(1) Å. (b) c-axis view of the crystalline structure
of CeAu2Bi displaying the triangular lattice formed by Ce3+

ions.
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FIG. 2. (a) χ(T ) at µ0H = 0.1 T. The top inset shows a
zoomed-in view of χ(T ) in the low-temperature range. The
bottom insets shows (χ−χ0)−1 as a function of temperature.
(b) M as a function of applied magnetic field. The solid red
lines are fits using a CEF mean field model.

II. RESULTS

Figure 1(a) shows the hexagonal crystal structure
shared by CeAu2Bi and LaAu2Bi. In this structure,
Ce/La planes are separated by AuBi layers. Figure 1(b)
presents the triangular lattice formed by Ce3+ ions. The
crystallographic data of both compounds are summa-
rized in Table I in the Supplemental Material21. Both
compounds crystallize in the hexagonal P63/mmc non-
symmorphic structure, although CeAu2Bi has a slightly
smaller unit cell than LaAu2Bi, as expected from the lan-
thanide series contraction. There is no detectable second
phase in single crystal diffraction, though a small (< 5 %)
amount of impurity phases cannot be ruled out, and in-
deed there is evidence for a Au2Bi impurity phase in both
CeAu2Bi and LaAu2Bi in resistivity measurements, see
Supplemental Material for more details21.

Figure 2(a) shows the magnetic susceptibility (χ) as a
function of temperature at µ0H = 0.1 T applied paral-
lel and perpendicular to the c-axis of CeAu2Bi. These
measurements find that the c-axis is the hard axis and
that Ce3+ moments order antiferromagnetically at TN =
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FIG. 3. (a) Specific heat measurements for CeAu2Bi and
LaAu2Bi. The insets show Cp/T as a function of T 2. The
solid line is an extrapolation of the fit used to extract the
Sommerfeld coefficient. (b) Magnetic specific heat and en-
tropy of CeAu2Bi. The solid red line is a fit using a CEF
mean field model. (c) Specific heat behavior as a function of
temperature of CeAu2Bi for several applied magnetic fields.

3.1 K, as we can clearly see in the top inset of Fig. 2(a).
The bottom inset shows the inverse of χ after subtraction
of a Pauli contribution (χ0 ≈ 0.4 10−3emu/(mol.Oe))
for H || c, H ⊥ c and for the polycrystalline average
( 1
3χ||c + 2

3χ⊥c). By performing linear fits in the high-

temperature range, we extract the following Ce3+ ef-
fective moments: µeff = 2.57(1) µB , when H ⊥ c;
µeff = 2.46(2) µB for H || c and µeff = 2.52(1) µB

for polycrystalline average. These values are close to the
calculated value of 2.54 µB for a free Ce3+ ion. From
these fits, we find Curie-Weiss temperatures of θCW =
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10(1) K with H ⊥ c, θCW = −67(4) K with H || c,
and θCW = −5.5(2) K from the polycrystalline average.
Assuming that CEF (crystalline electrical field) effects
dominate θCW , we consider the polycrystalline average
to calculate the frustration parameter (f = |θCW |/TN )
of around 1.8, which indicates that only weak geometrical
frustration is present in CeAu2Bi. At low temperatures,
one can see a deviation from the Curie-Weiss behavior
when H || c, which is likely associated with crystal field
effects, as we will discuss below.

Figure 2(b) displays the magnetization (M) behavior
as a function of applied magnetic field at 2 K. For H ⊥ c,
M starts to saturate at 3.5 T, pointing to a fully polar-
ized spin state at higher fields. In fact, the saturated
moment of ≈ 1.3 µB is expected for a |jz = ±1/2 > dou-
blet ground state in hexagonal symmetry, in agreement
with Ref.25 and similar to CeAgSb2

26. For H || c the
magnetization increases monotonically with field.

Figure 3(a) displays the specific heat divided by the
temperature (Cp/T ) for both CeAu2Bi and LaAu2Bi
as a function of temperature. CeAu2Bi displays a
lambda-type peak at 3.1 K which characterizes TN and
is in agreement with χ(T ) results. Moreover, the in-
sets of Figure 3(a) plot Cp/T as a function of T 2 for
both compounds. The solid line in the left inset is a
linear fit that gives the Sommerfeld coefficient (γ) of
2.4(2) mJ/(mol.K2) for LaAu2Bi. An extrapolation to
T = 0 K of a linear fit between 5 K and 15 K of
Cp/T vs T 2 above TN (right inset) gives an estimated
γ = 150(10) mJ/(mol.K2) for CeAu2Bi, that character-
izes it as a moderately heavy-fermion compound. By
subtracting the phonon contribution for the specific heat
of CeAu2Bi assumed to be given by the specific heat of
its non-magnetic analog LaAu2Bi, we obtain the mag-
netic specific heat, that is displayed in Fig. 3(b). The
integral of Cmag/T vs T gives the magnetic entropy of
CeAu2Bi, which is plotted in the inset of Fig. 3(b) and
reaches 80 % of the doublet entropy Rln(2) at TN . The
presence of magnetic entropy above TN could arise from
a partial Kondo effect but also from short range mag-
netic correlations. Cp/T as a function of temperature for
CeAu2Bi at different applied magnetic fields is displayed
in Fig. 3(c). Similar to CePd2In19, TN is suppressed as
a function of increasing field, being fully suppressed at
4.5 T and in agreement with our magnetization data.

The solid red lines in the main panels of Figs. 2(a) and
(b) and in Fig. 3(b) are fits to data using a CEF mean
field model considering anisotropic nearest-neighbor in-
teractions and the hexagonal CEF Hamiltonian: H =
ziJiJ · 〈J〉+B0

2O
0
2 +B0

4O
0
4 +B0

6O
0
6 +B6

6O
6
6. ziJi repre-

sents interactions (i =AFM, FM) between nearest neigh-
bors that mimic the RKKY interaction, Bm

n are the CEF
parameters and the Om

n are the Steven’s operators, sim-
ilar to the approach used in Refs.27,28. By simultane-
ously performing fits to χ(T ), M(H) and Cp(T ) data,
we extract the CEF scheme and two RKKY parameters
for this compound. For the RKKY parameters we obtain
zAFMJAFM = 0.78 K and zFMJFM = −0.20 K. We note
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FIG. 4. (a) ρ(T ) for CeAu2Bi and LaAu2Bi. The inset shows
the low-temperature behavior of the CeAu2Bi resistivity for
several applied magnetic fields. (b) ρ(T ) of CeAu2Bi for dif-
ferent applied pressures. The insets show the low-temperature
range of the resistivity for several applied pressures and the
temperature-pressure phase diagram, respectively.

that the extracted TN ≈ 2.3 K is slightly smaller than
the experimental value, which could be due to additional
exchange interactions not captured by our simple mean
field model. For the CEF parameters we obtained the fol-
lowing values: B0

2 ≈ 7.28 K, B0
4 ≈ −0.04 K, B0

6 ≈ 0.03 K
and B6

6 ≈ −0.01 K. These parameters imply a ground
state composed of a Γ6 doublet (| ± 1/2〉), a first excited
state | ± 3/2〉 doublet at 60 K and a second excited state
|±5/2〉 doublet at 130 K. We note that the CEF param-
eters acquired from fits of macroscopic data may not be
fully accurate or unique. Therefore, to unambiguously
determine the CEF scheme, inelastic neutron scattering
and X-ray absorption experiments should be performed.

Figure 4(a) displays the electrical resistivity (ρ)
of CeAu2Bi, LaAu2Bi and the magnetic resistivity
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FIG. 5. (a) Electronic band structure of CeAu2Bi. (b) Zoom in view of the electronic structure for kz = π. Two bands with
opposite R− z eigenvalues (red and blue) intersect forming a line (green), which intersects the chemical potential (gray plane)
at the two points where the Fermi surfaces of the individual bands (black circles) intersect (see text for details). (c) Density of
states and (d) Fermi surface of CeAu2Bi.

(ρ(CeAu2Bi) - ρ(LaAu2Bi)). CeAu2Bi displays metal-
lic behavior but with a rather poor relative resistance
ratio R(300K)/R(2K) ≈ 2.5. Presently, we do not know
if this ratio is intrinsic or possibly due to weak site dis-
order. Nevertheless, there is a well-defined kink around
3.1 K that reflects the loss of spin-disorder scattering
below TN . Near 50 K there is a broad hump in mag-
netic resistivity that is most likely associated with the
depopulation of the first excited crystal field state. In
the inset of Fig. 4(a) we plot the field dependence of
ρ(T ) with H ⊥ c near TN . For fields higher than 3 T
TN cannot be identified anymore above 1.8 K, in agree-
ment with the specific heat measurements and similar to
CePd2In19. Moreover, in the Fermi-liquid state at 9 T
where ρ increases as T 2, the coefficient of the T 2 term is
A = 0.10(1) µΩ.cm/K2. This value of A implies a γ of
100(20) mJ/(mol.K2) considering the Kadowaki-Woods
ratio30 and is in good agreement with the coefficient ex-

tracted from specific heat measurements. LaAu2Bi also
displays metallic behavior at high temperatures, whereas
at low temperatures a downturn is observed near 2 K,
likely due to the superconducting transition of the ex-
trinsic binary Au2Bi at 1.8 K21,29, as no evidence of
superconductivity was found in specific heat measure-
ments. Figure 4(b) presents ρ(T ) of CeAu2Bi at several
applied pressures. At high temperatures, CeAu2Bi dis-
plays metallic behavior for all pressures. The left inset in
Fig. 4(b) displays the pressure dependence of the ρ(T ),
and the right inset shows the linear increase of TN with
pressure at a rate of 0.069(1) K/kbar. The increase of TN
with pressure within the Doniach diagram further sup-
ports the localized nature of the f -electrons in CeAu2Bi.

To explore the possibility that CeAu2Bi might present
a non-trivial electronic structure and to place experi-
mental results in the broader context of its global elec-
tronic structure, we perform ab initio calculations based
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on density functional theory. We compute the band
structure of CeAu2Bi with spin-orbit coupling and con-
sidering the Ce 4f electron localized in the core, as il-
lustrated in Fig. 5(a). Because the magnetic structure
is unknown we also consider the non-magnetic solution
relevant for the paramagnetic state above TN , as well
as the non-magnetic La analog. Let us consider each
of the high-symmetry lines. All bands in Fig. 5(a) are
at least doubly degenerate because the crystal struc-
ture has inversion symmetry P̂ and (neglecting mag-

netic order) time-reversal symmetry T̂ , which ensures
that the bands are Kramers degenerate for all k31. At
any wavevector along the kz = 0 plane, bands avoid
crossing at all momenta, whereas in the kz = π plane,
the band structure shows crossings along the H − A
line. Symmetry analysis indicates that this crossing is at-
tributed to the nonsymmorphic symmetry Rz: (x, y, z)→
(x, y,−z + c/2), (sx, sy, sz) → (−sx,−sy, sz), where Rz

is a symmetry combining a twofold screw axis along
z−direction and inversion symmetry. Importantly, we
find that Rz ∗ (P ∗T ) = e−ikz (P ∗T )∗Rz. On the mirror
invariant planes kz = 0 and ±π, the bands can be labeled
by their Rz eigenvalues ±i because R2

z = −1. This means
that the degenerate bands on the kz = 0 plane have op-
posite Rz eigenvalues (i,−i), and two sets of such doublet
bands generally anticross, i.e., bands with the same Rz

eigenvalues avoid crossing. At kz = π, however, the de-
generate bands have the same Rz eigenvalue ±(i, i). In
this case, two doublet bands with opposite Rz eigenval-
ues may cross, creating a symmetry protected four-band
crossing line32,33. In Fig. 5(b), we show a zoom-in figure
revealing the crossing bands whose intersection passes
through the chemical potential. One can see that the
protected band crossings create a line (green solid line)
that extends in a direction perpendicular to H-A. This
line does form a ring about the A point but is in fact in-
tersected by the fourfold band degeneracy along A-L and
symmetry equivalent directions. Away from the kz =
plane, Rz is no longer a good symmetry and the bands
hybridize, opening a gap. Although it is exciting to find a
symmetry protected crossing intersecting the Fermi en-
ergy in an f -electron system, we note that there exist
multiple trivial Fermi surface sheets (Fig. 5(d)), which
likely dominate the transport and thermodynamic prop-
erties of this compound. Furthermore, our DFT calcu-
lations do not consider the presence of heavy electrons
and antiferromagnetic order. The former would require
DFT+DMFT calculations to take correlations into ac-
count more precisely. The latter would require the deter-
mination of the magnetic structure, which is beyond the
scope of the present work.

At the kz = π plane, the band structure shows four-
fold degeneracy along the A − L line. This higher
level degeneracy results from the mirror symmetry My :
(x, y, z) 7→ (x,−y, z). The implication is that the high
symmetry path ky = 0 at kz = π is just the intersecting
line of the invariant plane ky = 0 of My and the invari-
ant plane kz = π of Rz. On this invariant line, action

of My will transform the eigenstate to a partner of an
opposite Rz-label, which then relates the two Krammer
pairs and ensures a four-fold degeneracy. In Fig. 5(c) we
show the calculated density of states for CeAu2Bi. Ex-
tracting the Sommerfeld coefficient from this density of
states yields a γ of 2.6(3) mJ/(mol.K2). This value is in
good agreement with the γ of 2.4(2) mJ/(mol.K2) exper-
imentally found for LaAu2Bi, i.e. the 4f localized limit
of CeAu2Bi. Finally, Fig. 5(d) displays the Fermi surface
of CeAu2Bi, which is six fold symmetric and presents
2D-like cylindrical pockets, along with 3D-like pockets.

III. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we report the electronic and structural
properties of the new heavy-fermion compound CeAu2Bi
and of its non-magnetic analog LaAu2Bi, which crystal-
lize in the nonsymmorphic P63/mmc hexagonal struc-
ture. At high temperatures, both samples show metal-
lic behavior. At low temperatures, CeAu2Bi orders an-
tiferromagnetically below 3.1 K with a magnetic hard
axis along the c-axis. The antiferromagnetic transition
recovers 80 % of Rln(2) indicating that the Ce3+ local
moments are fairly localized in this compound. Specific
heat measurements and the Kadawoki-Woods ratio esti-
mate a Sommerfeld coefficient of 120(40) mJ/(mol.K2)
in the paramagnetic state, placing CeAu2Bi as a mod-
erately heavy compound. Furthermore, by performing
fits of χ(T ), M(H) and Cp(T ) using a CEF mean field
model, we could extract two competing exchange interac-
tions, zAFMJAFM = 0.8 K and zFMJFM = −0.2 K and
a Γ6 (jz = |±1/2〉) ground state. Moreover, electrical re-
sistivity experiments under pressure revealed an increase
of TN as a function of pressure reaching a maximum of
4.2 K at 18 kbar. Neutron diffraction experiments would
be useful to solve the magnetic structure and to probe the
CEF scheme of this new compound. Also, experiments
at higher pressures are needed to investigate whether TN
can be suppressed and a quantum critical point can be
achieved in CeAu2Bi. Finally, to shed new light on the
electronic energy levels of CeAu2Bi, we performed ab ini-
tio calculations based on the density functional theory.
These calculations show that at the kz = 0 plane, the
band structure has twofold degeneracy and bands avoid
crossing at all momenta. At kz = π, the band structure
is four-fold degenerate along A-L line and possesses mul-
tiple band crossings elsewhere in the kz = π plane, one
of which intersects the Fermi energy. However, no ex-
perimental evidence of band crossings were observed in
our measurements. In this regard, ARPES experiments
would be useful to directly probe the electronic bands,
search for band crossings and to determine the influence
of magnetism on such topological band crossings.
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